
Artist Statements



Amelia Furman
mixed media

One of my big influences, artistically speaking, is Edward 
Hopper.  I discovered his work during high school and 
delved into it even further during college.  I created  
studies of his work and I found later on that his high  
contrast treatment of landscape infilitrated my own voice 
and expression.  I found that I loved his use of dramatic 
light and his composition.  While I have since found my 
own voice, I can definitely see remnants of his influence 
in my work, and I’m happy carry on parts of his tradition in 
my mixed media, collage infused works in oil.

“Camel’s Hump” by Edward Hopper “Simple Pleasures” by Amelia Furman

www.ameliafurman.com      amelia.furman@gmail.com           970.541.4273



Paula Eldridge
watercolor

I’m a nature girl. Just love being outdoors and soaking in 
the majesty. These paintings are closeups of floral sub-
jects. Not necessarily true to the local color but enough to 
capture the essence.

 Flowers in nature, photograph “Nights in White Satin” by Paula Eldridge

fineartamerica.com/profiles/1-paula-eldridge   pel393@msn.com   303.525.4453



Carol Schinkel
acrylic

Acknowledging those who have influenced us is an 
experience that will reveal many things about our 
attitudes.  Also about how much we let prior experiences 
shape who we are in the present.

Ideas I return to frequently - 

Nature’s influence
Painting’s own language
Visual art - Music connection
Emotion as a state
The un-nameable

Nature “Ever Present Influence” by Carol Schinkel

www.carolschinkel.com      carolschinkel@yahoo.com           970.218.5680



Austin Howlett
oil

The single most influential concept in my work has been 
the idea of emotional vulnerability. I believe that many of us 
have forgotten our ability to be vulnerable with one another 
and forgotten the role that nature plays in our lives. Luck-
ily my paintings have been greatly influenced by people and 
places in my life that have inspired me to create images that 
ask viewers to look inward and explore themselves. When 
we choose to venture out into the natural world and find our-
selves breathing in the moment we are able to be truthful 
with ourselves. I seek to capture this moment in my surreal 
paintings of humans blending with nature. The figures in my 
paintings are vulnerable to raw so that the viewer can feel 
safe to be truthful as well.

Emotional Vulnerability “Between Light and Shadow” by Austin 
Howlett

austinhowlett.com   howlettaustin@gmail.com   808.281.7303



Taylor Smith 
Ink

While creating a series of individuals killed by police brutality, it 
got me thinking of the importance of also highlighting Black  
bodies in a positive light. There is lots of media coverage of 
Black people being harassed and murdered by police, but that 
cannot be the only stories we are seeing. Angela Davis has 
been a legendary activist for most of her life, and has an  
incredible back story. She created an imperative influence on the 
narrative and conversation about racism and systemic issues 
back in the 60’s, and continues to be an influence in our national 
conversations today. Davis is a strong, intelligent, powerful  
woman and an incredible activist, role model, and influencer. 
That is why I chose to draw this image of Angela Davis, as I be-
lieve it is important for people to hear her, along with all other 
Black activists, and individuals, today.

Photograph of Angela Davis “Angela Davis” by Taylor Smith

     taylor.smith@ucdenver.edu          585.406.7212



Eglal Ahmed
mixed media

“Revolution” was inspired by the Sudanese revolution which 
took place at Khartoum Sudan 2018. The place in the paint-
ing represents the General command of the armed forces 
where people had a sit down looking for justice and safety, 
but the end result was massacre. 

“Lockdown Hairstyle” was  influenced by my black comunity 
and the richeness of their natural hair.

“Revolution” by Eglal Ahmed “Lockdown Hairstyle” by Eglal Ahmed

Facebook: @Eglal Art   eglalahmed72@gmail.com    720.472.8151



Vicky Russell
mixed media

I enjoy working with a variety of media. Currently my most re-
cent pieces use texture and acrylic on canvas. I have thought 
that my artistic influences have come from an understanding of 
the elements and principles of design and how to use these as a 
means of expression in my work. I would say I particularly focus 
on the effect of light on my subjects.

My art piece titled “Uncertainty” This image sheds light in a  
different context on the darkness of uncertainty in our  
world today.

Light “Uncertainty” by Vicky Russell

     vickyrussell.com    vickyarussell@gmail.com          970.290.0283



Mollie Walker Freeman
acrylic

 Artists are copiers - something that’s frowned upon, general-
ly. But, when we say we are “influenced” or “inspired,” that’s 
different. In art school, we were encouraged to copy the 
paintings of famous artists. What fun! Also, it’s a fine way to 
learn why certain things “work” as I try to imitate lines, colors, 
a sense of light and shadow, composition, etc. 

Maxfield Parrish did some lovely paintings and illustrations, 
and was very prolific. He was a master of the human figure! 
I was inspired by the subtle lighting in his painting, and the 
graceful form of the swinging woman. I’ve taken many ele-
ments from dozens of artists for my paintings. I hope my 
work will also inspire others. So, copiers, welcome!

Title Unknown, Maxfield Parrish “Summer Reveries” by Mollie Walker 
Freeman

freemanartgallery.com   molliefree2u@gmail.com     970.381.0858



Wallace Lankford
oil
Many years ago after college graduation, I was fortunate to spend the 
summer traveling in Europe. It was a time to explore and discover. I took 
advantage of student discounts to visit many museums, well before they 
became crowded. At that time I saw in person art pieces that have in-
spired and influenced others.  Memories of those first sights impacted my 
efforts. Colors, bright, without submission, were so much more fun and 
attractive to me. Almost every time I paint, it is color that is central. Often 
I use just pure, straight from the tube, pigment in the composition. The 
second influence is how so many great artists in history fully pull so many 
elements into their compositions. Stories of religious events, mythology, 
history and other where the display of the action brings so many charac-
ters into the action were far more interesting to me than say a singular 
portrait. I prefer a canvas full of characters, human or animal. It is often 
a challenge to balance and stage more than one on a flat surface, but 
when it works, it is great fun. Now when I am able to visit galleries and 
museums of art, my attention is drawn first to the colorful and interactive. 

Color and  Active Composition, “Sunday  
Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte”  
 by Seurat

“Let’s Dance” by Wallace Lankford

    wallylankford@hotmail.com          970.946.2952



Dona Alexis
oil

Mountain gorilla is one painting of a group I’m putting 
together of soon to possibly be extinct animals from across 
the world. He influences me to keep painting these wonderful 
animals so to wake up the uneducated.

Endangered Species Awareness “Mountain Gorilla” by Dona Alexis

donapaints.com   dona@donapaints.com    303.817.0388



Jennie Mizrahi
oil
For me, art is about perception, and how perception interacts with cogni-
tion and emotion to create a new experience for creator and viewer, and 
experience that can range from pure emotion to highly intellectual, to one 
steeped in memory. Picasso and Braque embarked on an explanation 
of perception and cognition with their invention of analytic cubism, which 
explores subjects from multiple points of view, the way people actually 
interact with objects (as opposed to the single point of view which domi-
nated western painting before this time). At the same time, they acknowl-
edged the painting itself as a flat object, separate from its subject. While 
they did this over a century ago, I still find this way of understanding 
perception radical and direct. In these works, I tried to walk the tightrope 
balance of evoking recognizable objects, depicting their visual experi-
ence through time and multiple point of view, and creating a stand alone 
aesthetic object that relies very little on its subject reference. I have at-
tempted to see things from the cubist point of view, to change my own 
understanding of representational and abstract art.

Cubism “Grape Arbor” by Jennie Mizrahi

    mizrahiarts.com       jenmiz@aol.com          970-622-9508



Lex Leonard
mixed media
In my evolution of finding my place, ancestors of this land on which I live, here 
in Centennial, not far from the plains where First Nations prayed and chanted 
and honored all life, I learn from them how to walk gently, my steps being a 
prayer upon this earth. This piece, In Honor, colors and images, words and 
poetry, find their way reminding me of my journey. 

And now, seeing through a new lens, that of the Abstract Expressionists, 
learning and growing, I gather new thoughts and ideas and find communion. 
Elemental Convergence combines ingredients of these artists, but my soul 
connects with Agnes Martin. With the simplicity of pencil lines that give bones, 
structure, and boundaries to the painting, I search for the freedom of release 
to fly.

In this world I am a ritualist, poet, and painter finding influences abound 
around me, gracing me with their gifts to heal and give beauty back to the 
world.

Native American Culture “In Honor” by Lex Leonard

lexleonard.squarespace.com     lexanneleonard@gmail.com    303.523.6818



Jeff Burke
acrylic
Being an empath is difficult, especially in more recent times. Being able 
to feel the emotions of others as strongly as you feel your own can be 
confusing, disheartening, and downright draining. I have always been 
able to feel the flow of emotions and energy from those around me 
through their auras and the colors they give off. 

Art and the act of creating is ultimately what helped me to gain clarity and 
understanding of my situation. The artistic process and manifesting the 
emotions I had kept locked inside deep within pits of darkness helped 
bring me into the light of the world. Rather than letting the influence of 
the dark, negative colors of those around me pull me into despair, I found 
that by making art I could use my light to influence those around me. I 
realized I could try and help lift others out of the darkness I spent so long 
being buried under.

The Color of Auras, Empathic “Armor” by Jeff Burke

    Jeff Burke       thrashingj@gmail.com          



Melissa Pape
acrylic
My freshman year of college I took Modern Art History and my artistic soul 
was set free.  Up until that point I had thought the measure of successful art 
was how perfectly rendered an image could be. During that class I discovered 
several artists that had a significant impact on my art making going forward. 
Perhaps the most influential for my style was Henri Matisse, both his paintings 
and his paper cut-outs.  I fell in love with bright, bold colors which you can still 
see in my paintings today. During that time I was also moved by the German 
Expressionists. I discovered that not only can my physical world be repre-
sented in my paintings, but also my heart, mind, and soul. Art became a way 
for me to express the thoughts, ideas, and emotions I was grappling with. The 
subject matter I deal with still continues to by highly expressionistic and con-
cept oriented. Another influence for both my subject matter and my process 
is my faith. Light of Life  is influenced by the idea that Jesus is the light that 
shines in the darkness and guides us on our path and gives us true life that 
springs up all around us as we walk with him.

Henri Matisse “Light of Life” by Melissa Pape

facebook.com/melissa.pape.art      melissapapefineart@gmail.com    970.402.1757  



Theresa Creahan Johnson 

mixed media
Traveling and trees have been my resources for a few years now. Certain 
places in California have influenced this exploration and morphed into 
a sort of neo-transcendentalism; Ancient Bristlecone Pine Forest, in the 
White Mountains near Bishop, CA is one of those places. The trees exist 
in a hostile environment, rooted in dolomite, exposed to a harsh climate 
but are, in spite of that, thousands of years old. Gnarled and sculpted by 
the winds they are imbued with ribbons of satiny yellow, reds and fleshy 
whites running through their trunks, they are the subjects in these draw-
ing. I like beings, things that struggle against the odds and prevail like 
these trees do and in their struggle they are transformed into beautiful 
unique beings. 

One could say I’m drawing portraits of trees.

Trees and Nature “Ancient Bristlecone #2 ” by Theresa Creahan 
Johnson

          tcreahanjohnson@gmail.com           513.403.6434         



Lynn Schwebach
ink
My life as an artist began on Chicago’s tumultuous South Side. I found respite 
at my grandfather’s house where I watched him paint. It was my grandfather 
who introduced me to great art, such as Da Vinci, Bosch, Monet, and so many 
others. But it was the artist Gustav Klimt who captivated me with his portrait 
of women, especially, the goddess Athena, which he borrowed from a Grecian 
vase of the 6th century B.C.

My grandfather also instilled in me a love of learning. He was an artist, civil en-
gineer, master of five languages, and an avid reader. To this day, reading and 
learning about Greek and Roman mythological figures, especially Circe who 
change people into animals, consumes my evenings and time out of my stu-
dio. In the book the Odyssey, Circe changed the crew of Odysseus into swine.

Except for goddesses and mythological figures, little is written about women 
from ancient Greece and Rome. I prefer to think that the story of Circe empow-
ered many women of the ancient world to lead lives of discovery and meaning, 

Klimt “Circe” by Lynn Schwebach

schwebacharts.com      schwebacharts@gmail.com    970.219.0257  



Angi Beauheim
mixed media

 I’ve always been reasonably “green,” at least when it was 
convenient. When my children were born, though, I faced 
a weird reality: kids come with a lot of packaging and 
waste, BUT I am more concerned than ever about how 
we’re treating the environment. I started looking at ev-
erything we use to see if we could reuse it. The Campout 
uses our ever abundant supply of cereal boxes, a cookie 
tin, and a plastic bag to build an outdoor world, complete 
with two kids having a great time living in it.

Environmental Concerns “The Campout” by Angi Beauheim

facebook.com/AngiBeauheim      angiharper@gmail.com     307.630.6206        



Jacquetta Green
acrylic
I moved to Colorado in 1978 after being raised in  
Oklahoma. Colorado opened my heart to the influences 
and power of nature. After many decades of camping, 
hiking, gardening and simply being in our beautiful state, 
I’m so grateful I can literally walk out of doors and find the 
peace that is waiting for me. 

Colorado Nature and Wildlife “Bird s of a Different Feather” by 
Jacquetta Green

      jaquetta10@hotmail.com          970.274.1307  



Lisa DuBois
mixed media

Influence is a two-way street. A conversation.

Prayer is a conversation, a communion between you and your Mak-
er. On one hand, God is all-powerful; He has created us in His im-
age. And yet, on the other hand, His greatest desire is to love and 
connect with you. In the conversation of prayer, God not only influ-
ences us as we listen to Him, but we influence His heart.

This is a mixed media piece collaged onto reclaimed antique win-
dow. The panes around the border are stained glass, reminiscent of 
holy sanctuaries that host the presence of God. Collage pieces are a 
conversation of prayers written by believers, and the answers of God 
through scripture. A portrait of Jesus, from an original pastel paint-
ing by the artist, emanates through the window, which has become a 
mirror where the viewer may also see themself.

Spirituality and Relationship “Conversation” by Lisa DuBois

lisaduboisart.com      lisa.dubois@me.com     970.290.7759        



Mary Giacomini
oil
I was feeling the movement of Van Gogh’s strokes when 
I painted this scene from NW Montana.  I worked quickly 
with freshy paint to capture a flow in the meadow scene.

Vincent Vangogh “Wildflowers” by Mary Giacomini

   marygiacomini.com      marymgiacomini@gmail.com         970.613.1258  


